Theatres
Theaters Channel host two major theaters open to the public, the Red Room and Green
Room. In the first year of implementation, about 200,000 spectators have passed through both
chambers and are represented in these assemblies 89, a total of 463 functions. In addition, the
Companies have a Black or Trial Chamber, for internal use, which replicates the dimensions
scenario in the Red Room.
Red Room
Is seated in the center of the building and is accessed directly from the street Cea
Bermúdez. Scenario has a 32 X 17 meters and a capacity of 863 seats, arranged on the model
of Italian theater, ensuring maximum visibility and an audition perfect anywhere in the
room. Predominant red, in the seats and walls, although a large LED lamp, arranged along the
amphitheater, allows the room to provide different tones. The provision of a platform to open an
orchestra pit, to expand the audience and the stage. The stage houses in the Red Room and
Green Room are 22 meters high, allowing up and down curtains and stages of representation.
Capacity: 863 seats (stalls, 595; amphitheater, 248 and boxes, 20)
With orchestra pit seating: 799 locations
Stage Size: 32 x 17 meters
Stage box with mouth: 14 x 9 meters
Orchestra pit with a platform of 56 square meters
Three platform levels: orchestra pit, audience expansion and expansion stage
Curtain: opening horizontal, vertical and Venetian. Textile Bambalinón motor. Harlequins
corporeal
phones. Textiles escenotécnicos. Darkroom, cyclorama, legs and wings, tulle, linoleum dance
Chamber Concert: capacity for symphony orchestra and choir of 80 people at its maximum
available
Stage machinery: 81 motor courts, 65 cuts parallel to mouth scenes, 16 lateral cuts (8 on each
shoulder). Chamber Concert.Screen Subtitling
Electroacoustic system: 3 arrays powered vertical and reinforcements under the amphitheater
and tie
Sound Control System: Tables main sound and digital monitors interconnected with fiber optic
ring. The system includes 96 inputs and 96 analog audio outputs, 32 inputs and 32 digital audio
outputs.
Lighting: digital control system as stage lighting and public room
Green Room
Located outside the building, is located on the left volume consist of the three theaters, and has
access from the street Cea Bermúdez.This is a configurable or multipurpose room that can
accommodate different requirements: the Italian classic (with a capacity of 441 seats), with an

audience on the sides of the stage (605) or on all four sides (777). It is designed as a flexible
space that allows artists to experiment with the public. Predominantly green hue thanks to a
fluorescent lighting system.
Maximum capacity: 777 places
Classic configuration: 441 locations
Side configuration with public stage: 605 locations
Public Configuration with 4 sides of the stage: 777 locations
Stage Size: 14 x 10 meters
Stage box with mouth: 14 x 9.50 meters
Orchestra pit with a platform of 65 square meters
Three levels of platforms: Pit orchestra pit extension and expansion stage
Curtain: Opening guillotine (vertical) and American (horizontal).Bambalinón bodily
motor. Harlequins corporeal movable telescopic double. Equipment sets. Darkroom, cyclorama,
legs, wings, tulle, linoleum dance
Orchestra pit: 1 pallet of 65 square meters
Stage machinery: 63 motor courts, 35 major comb parallel to mouth scene 4 chácena comb
(acoustic ceilings)
Electroacoustic system: powered vertical arrays distributed according to the configuration of the
room.
Sound control system: main sound tables and digital monitors interconnected with fiber optic
ring. The system includes 96 inputs and 96 analog audio outputs and 32 inputs and 32 digital
audio outputs
Digital control system for lighting, scenic as much room
Black Chamber
Canal Theaters have a rehearsal room or Black Room, with a scene that replicates the
dimensions of the main theater, or Red Room. Its use is particular, and is dedicated to artists
who tested in the Canal Companies. It sits on the fifth floor of the building for the Dance Center
Channel (CDC), on the right side of the Theatres.The oak wood floor gives the room a
distinctive dark tone, which becomes its name.
Stage Size: 32 x 17 meters	
  

